
CHAPTER 5 - INFORMATION FLOWS

The RAAF, like all other organizations, depended on
information.  It had to know what the enemy was doing and what its
allies were doing in order to achieve its objectives.  It also had to be
able to communicate internally so that one part knew what was
happening in other parts.  There were two basic kinds of information,
that necessary for the internal administration of the whole body of
the Air Force and those messages necessary for it to carry out its
operational functions effectively.  Administrative information is
generally inward looking and keeps the organization operating
efficiently by monitoring the internal environment while operational
information looks outward to continually test the external
environment to find out how it can be changed.

While administrative messages were important for the day-to-
day routine of the Service they usually did not have the urgency that
operational information did because administration has slow and
steady goals while part of the value of operational information is its
freshness.  Normally it was not critically important to know when
stores were going to be delivered or the current condition of motor
transport in an area but it was very important to know the enemy's
disposition, when and where enemy attacks were coming, where
weaknesses in his defenses had been found or the current operational
strength available to a commander.

The RAAF had three different categories of messages. 
Operational messages were about the conduct of military operations
and had high priority because delays could seriously affect the
success of operations.  Next were signals about aeroplane
movements which were used to help in the identification and plotting
of aeroplanes in flight.  The lowest level of priority was given to

administrative messages, including intelligence reports,
meteorological reports, movements of stores such as fuel, bombs,
rations and personnel signals.  Within this category the priority of a
signal depended on the relative importance of its content in a
particular context.  For example a message requesting more bombs
might be routine if it was only to ensure adequate reserves but it
would be urgent if sudden demands had run down reserves to a
critical level.1  

During the Pacific War the RAAF used three basic forms of
communication; radio, wire (telegraph and telephone) and written. 
Each had its advantages and disadvantages.  Radio communication
was instantaneous and did not need any direct link between the units
passing and receiving information so it permitted mobility and
flexibility because there was no need for telegraph lines or postal
services.  On the other hand radio was open to easy interception by
the enemy and it could be jammed by the enemy or natural
conditions such as terrain or the weather.  Communication by wire
was also instantaneous, it was not easy for the enemy to intercept or
jam and it was less prone to natural interference.  However the need
to lay down lines could be a great inconvenience and restrict
flexibility.  Lines could also be deliberately cut or accidentally
broken.  Written communication was not instantaneous, it depended
on the ability to send material physically from one place to another
and there was the danger of it being intercepted by unauthorized
people.  Despite this, written communication could convey very large
amounts of information in clear and unambiguous ways including
diagrams, maps, and charts which could not be sent in any other
fashions.  If carefully handled it could also guarantee a level of
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security which was not assured by other forms of transmission.2

Most administrative information was sent by mail.  A huge
amount of it was in the form of technical notes, orders and a wide
range of publications, pamphlets and brochures.  Some of it was
crudely prepared in special interest sections and included such things
as Ordnance Intelligence Bulletins or the Flakintel Briefing
Reference, both of which disseminated information about forms of
enemy armaments and capabilities.3  Others were much more
professional in appearance and very widely disseminated, such as the
weekly RAAF Command Intelligence Summary.4  By the end of the
war the specialist RAAF Printing and Publications Unit, located in
Melbourne, was responsible for hundreds of manuals, diagrams,
pilot's notes and pamphlets.  One of its publications, No 69, was a
large volume which catalogued all such material in use within the
RAAF, including publications from America and Britain which were
used in the Service.5  Some printing was also done outside the
RAAF.  One example was aeroplane identification magazines
reprinted from overseas magazines by the Victorian Railway Press
and circulated widely to all units which required that information.6

An enormous amount of paper moved around within the
RAAF.  A small indication of how much was felt in Brisbane, a
concentration point for 'safe-hand' despatches totalling several
thousand pounds a week.  Five people and a 15cwt utility truck were
needed to move it all.7

At the time of the Pacific War radio and wire communications
were relatively slow ways of sending information.  The preferred
form of communication was land-line to overcome the problem of
enemy interception but these channels had to be backed up by
wireless telegraphy because the lines could be easily broken.  The
simplest form of communication was along a single channel using

morse code telegraphy.  Although hand sent messages could exceed
20 words a minute the necessity for various housekeeping procedures
meant the useful message sending capacity was about 13 words a
minute.  (This need for housekeeping procedures also effected faster
ways of sending messages so that the speed of transmission was not
the same as the amount of useful information which could be sent
over the system.)  Two communication channels in parallel allowed
simultaneous sending and receiving so the traffic rate could be raised
to 20 or 25 words a minute.  This, however, needed two operators
working at each end. Useful message speeds of up to 40 words a
minute could be achieved by using special equipment to speed up
message transmission at one end and slow it down at the other.  At
the sending end an operator used a machine to perforate a paper tape
which was fed through a transmitting head which keyed the
transmitter at speeds between 80 and 100 words a minute.  At the
receiving end the signal was recorded on a cylinder and played back
at a much reduced speed so that the operator could copy the message. 
When that was done the cylinder was shaved and used again. 
Although this system required special equipment and seven operators
at each end it allowed the highest possible use of communications
capacity.8  This high speed method of communication was favoured
on wireless telegraphy communications channels, perhaps because
it reduced the possibility of enemy interception as well as expanding
the amount of information that could be carried over the channel.

Teleprinter communication between units on land lines was
considered the ideal transmission system because it had handling
speeds of about 30 words a minute and message security was rather
high because anyone tapping the line also needed a teleprinter. 
Another advantage was that operators did not require long training
in morse code so the main requirement for operators was a
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knowledge of procedures and the ability to type at 40 words a
minute.  However total dependence could not be put in land-lines
because they sometimes broke.  In Australia a line of communication
could be over 2 000 miles and over that length some breaks in the
line were inevitable.  Although 'maintenance has reached a very high
standard and delays of more than 8 hours are exceptional' teleprinter
communications always had to be backed up by wireless telegraphy
equipment and operators so that messages could still be sent if the
land-line failed.9

The limitations of the forms of communication which the
RAAF used meant that messages had to be made as short as possible. 
This was done by using codes and ciphers.  Codes are ways of
shortening information so it can be sent more quickly.  For example,
the description of the ship Adelaide Star at a position 22 degrees 20
minutes south and 163 degrees 40 minutes east, steering the course
of 045 degrees at 12 knots was encoded as 2220 6340 0007 045 12.10 
Ciphers are ways of hiding the meanings of messages so they are
unintelligible to anyone who cannot decipher them.11  Ciphers,
however, took time and effort to encipher and decipher so they were
only used when necessary.  Their use was relatively limited when
messages were sent by service teleprinter and somewhat more
common when sent in morse code over land-lines.  However,
because wireless telegraphy was open to enemy interception, almost
all messages sent that way had to be in cipher.12

Telephone communication was often poor quality and could
not be considered secure because it was so easy to listen in.  No
sensitive information could be sent that way unless the urgency of a
message was more important than its security.  Squadrons away from
their normal bases were given a ten line telephone switchboard, ten
telephones and four miles of wire for communication within the

squadron and connection to any land-lines coming into the
squadron.13

By the end of 1943, when the battle zone was expanding, Air
Force communications systems had become heavily overloaded. 
Signals with a low priority were often delayed for a number of days,
even where units were close together.  In remote areas, such as
Dobodura and Nadzab, letters delivered by courier were almost
invariably quicker than telecommunications.14  As RAAF units
moved forward there were always problems of establishing new
services.  There was also the tendency to increase the priority of a
message in the hope that it would get through the  communications
channels more quickly but this happened so much that the system
became clogged up.  These problems could be overcome with drives
to reduce the volume of priority traffic and encourage other forms of
communication such as 'safe-hand' delivery.15

Communications between RAAF ground stations and
aeroplanes in the air also had difficulties.  Voice transmissions were
immediately intelligible to the enemy and wireless telegraphy
transmissions, even in cipher, could be heard by the enemy. 
Technical considerations also created problems.  By 1943 Britain and
the United States had agreed that virtually all allied operational
aeroplanes would use VHF (Very High Frequency) radio frequencies
for voice transmissions.16  VHF was preferred because it sounded
clearer and did not suffer from severe weather and sunspot
distortions the way that HF (High Frequency) transmissions did.  On
the other hand, VHF was a line-of sight frequency so if there was an
obstruction between the transmitter and the receiver the message
would not be received.  The obstruction of the curvature of the earth
meant that an aeroplane 150 miles away had to be at an altitude of 10
000 feet to receive a message and, 100 miles away, it had to be at 5
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000 feet.17  If an aeroplane went behind hills it could loose contact
with its base even if it was nearby.  This problem could be overcome
by using another aeroplane to relay messages between the first
aeroplane and base but it was cumbersome and used vital resources. 
This kind of problem was partially overcome at Tarakan by
mounting a VHF antenna and aerial at the top of a 250ft high oil
derrick which had been erected on a sheer ridge rising 300 ft above
the nearby landscape.18  This gave it very good line-of-sight
communications over a large area.

There were other problems as well.  The entire RAAF did not
convert to VHF equipment at the same time so if two squadrons
flying together on joint operations had different radio equipment,
they could not communicate with each other.19  This was made worse
because commanders of the United States Fifth Air Force decided to
continue using HF radios despite the overall Allied policy of
converting to VHF.20

The enormous amount of operational information carried
through the RAAF's communications channels had to be co-
ordinated to be of practical use.  This was done in two places; the
defensive Fighter Sector Headquarters where information about
intrusions into controlled air space was sent and counter action
ordered.  General and offensive co-ordination happened in Air
Operations Rooms.  Every operational headquarters had an Air
Operations Room in some form where messages were received and
sent, where plans were made and orders issued.  Air Operations
Rooms were the nerve-centres of the RAAF.  Messages to and from
Air Operations Rooms had the highest priority through the otherwise
slow channels of communication within the air force.  There were
also variants with special purposes such as the Direct Air Support
Organization which co-ordinated air operations to support naval or

army operations.21

The standard operating procedure for Air Operations Rooms
was long and complex because it had to include all the operational
functions of the air force which ranged from attacking the enemy on
the ground to long hours spent out at sea patrolling against
submarines.  Information had to be displayed on notice boards and
maps so commanders could tell, at a glance, the current strength
available to them, the estimated enemy disposition, weather
conditions and forecasts and other useful information.22

All possibility of error and confusion had to be eliminated in
an Air Operations Room.  There were standard methods of
identifying forces on maps and boards so people moving from one
Air Operations Room to another would not be confused by different
systems.  Communications into and out of the Room were organised
so that anybody could tell what they were doing at a glance.  This
was done by using special different coloured signal forms for
different types of messages so that there was less likelihood of
confusion.  On one side they were a standard A.22 signal form but on
the other their particular purpose was shown by a series of standard
lists of letters against which information was recorded and in which
the originator filled in certain blanks.  Someone sending a message
only had to write on the message side of the form the appropriate
letters and details indicated on the other side so that all messages
were abbreviated to limit the possibility of error and to save
transmission resources.23

There were forms in almost all the colours of the rainbow;
Forms RED, PINK, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE,
MAUVE and WHITE.  In some instances there were also
subcategories of Forms; for example there were three Forms BLUE -
Form BLUE (Attack), Form BLUE (Combat Fighter) and Form
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BLUE (Bomber).24  Forms GREEN were perhaps the ones which
operational aircrew members saw most often because they were used
to order air operations.  Information on that form might include the
title and type of the operation, time it was to commence, details of
the operation, its objectives and any special instructions.25  Almost
every form in the rainbow system had an answering form so that
commanders would get feedback on what they had ordered.  Orders
issued on Forms GREEN were acknowledged on Forms MAUVE
and even if an operation which had been ordered could not be carried
out a Form MAUVE had to sent giving an explanation.26  The system
also had built in ways of correcting previously sent information.  For
example, the information on a Form PINK used by an aeroplane
captain to report an enemy sighting could be amended by a higher
commander on a Form PINK (Supplementary).27

The most important information to flow through the Air
Force's communications system was intelligence.  Intelligence was
everything known about the enemy and it was gained by collection,
evaluation, analysis, integration and interpretation of everything that
could be found out about the strength, capabilities, disposition and
intentions of the Japanese.  There were two kinds of intelligence, that
which was of immediate military interest and sent to Air Operations
Rooms.  This included things like information about the latest enemy
disposition and sightings on reconnaissance flights.  The other kind
was the basic material which was of longer term use in planning
activities at all levels of the allied forces from high strategy to
individual operations.

The greater proportion of intelligence information gathered in
the South West Pacific Area came from the air and from other
fighting forces.  It included reports on enemy activity and casualties,
air reconnaissance, air photographs and sketches, reports and

photographs of the results of attacks on enemy targets, air combat
reports from units, study and analysis of enemy signals organizations
and traffic, interrogation of prisoner of war, the study of captured
documents, allied agents and the examination of captured enemy
aircraft and equipment.  Not all this information was complete and
not all of it was trustworthy so extensive efforts had to be made to
check different sources and evaluate information with conservative
and meticulous care.28

Most governments and armed forces maintained very large
intelligence establishments and often collaborated closely in
exchanging information on enemy activities and intentions or in
breaking their ciphers.  The RAAF was involved in a number of
these organizations including the Central Bureau which was one of
the major intelligence gathering and analyzing organizations of
MacArthur's General Head Quarters.29  The RAAF also contributed
to the intelligence organization of Kenny's Allied Air Forces
Headquarters.30

RAAF Command maintained an intelligence establishment of
several hundred people.  It was divided into seven major sections
which concentrated on different aspects of intelligence.  Section A-1,
for example,  was the Allied Air Intelligence Centre which received
and disseminated operational intelligence and signals, prepared and
distributed Situation and Daily Intelligence Reports and prepared and
maintained written and graphic records of enemy and allied
operations and enemy intelligence.  Section A-2 was 'Enemy
Appreciation' which studied and analyzed enemy air strength,
organization and capabilities, prepared appreciations of the enemy air
situation and disseminated material from the interpretation of
captured documents and the examination of prisoners of war. 
Section A-6 was the Central Interpretation Unit which interpreted
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photographs, produced graphic intelligence including target and
other maps, photographs and models, collected and distributed
objective target maps and collected, collated and distributed enemy
flak intelligence.  The other intelligence sections of RAAF
Command co-ordinated the production and distribution of
intelligence information, the evaluation of information, the study of
technical air intelligence and conducted intelligence liaison with
other services.31

The Flakintel Section of Central Interpretation Unit is one
example of how intelligence work was carried out.  In November
1944 the Flakintel Section consisted of three Army officers and two
RAAF officers.  The Army officers, who had been trained in anti-
aircraft artillery, were primarily responsible for the most technical
aspects of flak intelligence including appreciations of the technical
performance of Japanese equipment, potential developments in
weapons performance, fire control methods and tactical deployment
of Japanese anti-aircraft artillery.  One RAAF Officer was the
Section Executive Officer who oversaw it's day-to-day operation and
the other specialised in photographic interpretation of anti-aircraft
positions.32  A further eight officers worked in forward areas,
providing liaison between the Section and operational formations
down to Wing level.

The Flakintel Section identified the location and type of every
known enemy anti-aircraft emplacement in the RAAF area of
operation.  A primary source of information was photographs but
additional intelligence was gleaned from reports sent to the Section
by Wing Flakintel officers.  Every piece of information was carefully
recorded on cards and flak mosaics (aerial photographic maps).  All
this information meant that Flak intelligence officers could give
advice on routes and attack paths into and out of targets so that the

effectiveness of Japanese anti-aircraft fire could be minimised. 33

The most important function of the Flakintel Section was to
make information on Japanese anti-aircraft activity available to all
who needed it.  It did this by making available five main types of
information: the location of enemy anti-aircraft installations; details
of the level of enemy anti-aircraft activity; details and developments
of enemy anti-aircraft tactics, organization and training; ways of
using flak intelligence to reduce risks to Australian aeroplanes
attacking targets and; provision of sundry graphic material.34  Flak
mosaics which showed the location of Japanese anti-aircraft artillery
were produced and sent to the units which needed them as quickly as
possible.  Each week a list of flak mosaics was also printed so that
units not on the regular distribution list could order any mosaics they
wanted.  In addition, lists of flak position co-ordinates were produced
and made available to the same units that received the list of flak
mosaics.

The Section produced monthly summaries of the level of
Japanese anti-aircraft artillery use.  Intelligence on details and
developments in enemy anti-aircraft were printed in the RAAF
Command Intelligence Summary and the Flakintel Handbook,
bulletins, memoranda and newsletters.

The Flakintel Section did not send all its information to
operational units because there was so much of it and because a lot
of it had little direct relevance to operations in the South West
Pacific Area.  A considerable amount about Japanese anti-aircraft
artillery came from sources such as other United States Area
headquarters and the UK Far East Air Force.  Information on general
principles of anti-aircraft were also drawn from the European theatre
of operations.35

In addition to all this the Section had to take care of its internal
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organization and its place in the administration of RAAF Command. 
This included much liaison with other sections, units and allied
organizations and the routine of daily administrative paperwork.

Some intelligence was highly secret and its sources and
content had to be kept from even the people who were ordered to act
on it.36  Other intelligence was given very wide distribution so that
every person who might find it useful would be exposed to it.  RAAF
Command printed Operational Information Bulletins which were
stapled sheets of mimeographed paper issued regularly and
frequently.  They contained a wide miscellany of information about
Japanese activities, capabilities and tactics so that aircrew and
planners could know what to expect in their contact with the enemy
and also a lot of information about allied tactics and equipment.  One
issue, number 49/43, had information on Spitfires, Japanese use of
anti-aircraft bombs, night photography, target finding at night and
the effects of the sun on visual sighting of submarines.37  Later in the
war, starting in February 1945, RAAF Command published a weekly
journal called the RAAF Command Intelligence Summary which did
the same thing but looked much better.  The first issues contained,
among other things, a detailed review of the Japanese position in
February 1945 with comments on their land, sea and air forces, the
condition of the Japanese empire, the land situation in Australian
mandated territories and a summary of submarine activities.  There
was also a detailed analysis of the changes which had taken place in
the air war in the South West Pacific Area from 1942, and many
other bits and pieces.38

There were a large number of intelligence bulletins issued by,
it seemed, almost every intelligence or information gathering part of
the Air Force.  Much of the material was written by the readers
themselves.  For example, those working in the Flak intelligence

field were encouraged to send their ideas and contributions to the
Flakintel Section for use.  Sometimes, particularly during the early
stages of the war, this kind of information was difficult to obtain.  In
September 1942 the section responsible for preparing the 'Tactical
Memoranda - Fighters' sent out a circular of mild complaint:

It is realised that in the past the flow of tactical
memoranda on fighter operations has been the veriest
trickle and this has largely been your fault.

We here in our luxurious offices are dependent on you
in the field for our information.  We would prefer to get
it ourselves at first hand but somebody has to do the
staff work and you are the lucky ones who don't - yet.

So will you concentrate on your intelligence officers
and see that they and your pilots extract the last ounce
of "gen" out of every combat - and please put all you
know into the combat reports.  These latter have been
very sketchy to date and this has been largely
responsible for the absence of tactical memoranda.  To
be blunt we have found just nothing in most of them to
write about.39

Intelligence was also more than just finding out about the
enemy, it was a matter of preventing the enemy from finding out
about what allied forces were doing.  Just as the allies became adept
at intercepting Japanese radio transmissions, cipher breaking and
various forms of deception, so did the Japanese.

Radio silence was required during many air operations to
prevent the enemy learning allied intentions and to prevent them
from disrupting allied communications.  The Japanese became adept
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at pretending to be allied radio stations, accepted messages and them
jammed any further transmissions so that the crew of the aeroplane
thought they had sent a message but it had not been received.40  The
Japanese could also pretend to be allied aeroplanes on operations,
sending messages in good signals procedures to mislead allied
ground stations about the whereabouts and condition of their
aeroplanes.41  They also jammed radio frequencies that striking allied
aeroplanes were using to stop them communicating with their
bases.42

Some allied electronic equipment and operating techniques
were highly secret and attempts were made to keep the enemy from
finding out too much about them.  One, a device known as IFF
(Identify Friend or Foe), was fitted to all allied aeroplanes to enable
radar operators to tell whether an aeroplane on their screens was
allied or enemy.  The crews of all aeroplanes were instructed that if
there was any danger of the equipment being captured it was to be
fitted with an 'IFF destructor' which could be set off by hand or by an
impact switch.  The device could be destroyed by pressing two
buttons marked 'Danger.'43  Sometimes radar equipment had to be
used judiciously to prevent the Japanese from finding out too much
about it.  Aircrews using air-sea search radar were instructed to turn
off their radar as soon as they had a good fix on a target and continue
towards it by dead-reckoning and visual sighting.  By doing this
submarines and ships fitted with radar detectors were not given
unnecessary warning of an attack and the equipment and tactics used
would not be made too obvious.44

There were also more obvious ways of keeping information
from the enemy.  This involved simply keeping vital information as
secure as possible.  After the first Oboe operation against Borneo the
security was said to be 'worthy of the most severe criticism' because

normal security procedures had not been followed and many details
of the operation had been widely known from the Philippines to
Melbourne.45  As a result new strident directions about security
procedures were sent out to tell personnel how sensitive information
was to be safeguarded.  Knowledge of operational plans had to be
restricted to as few people as possible and operational information
had to be restricted to those who needed it to do their job.  All
clerical work was to remain in the hands of a limited number of
officers and specially selected clerks whose trustworthiness had been
amply proved.  Special precautions were necessary in handling and
transmitting secret documents so that they were seen only by those
who were authorised.  Telephone conversations were to be kept to a
minimum and open preparations for operations were to be disguised
or misleading if possible.46

Everything so far mentioned came together in the squadrons
and was focused so that all operations were as effective and hazard
free as possible.  The location where it all came together was the
Squadron Crew Room, the place where all the essential operational
and intelligence information was made available to aircrews.  Some
of the material displayed or available in crew rooms included
detailed maps of the area where the squadron operated, target maps,
photographs of potential targets, aeroplane and naval identification
material, tactical and operational information bulletins, various
instructions and Air Board Memoranda.47

The Squadron Intelligence Officer was responsible for all this
material and he ensured that it was up to date.  He also ensured that
aircrew members could visit the crew room at any time to study that
information.  Squadron commanders arranged lectures by visiting
specialists and intelligence officers.  They also had to see that the
Crew Room was properly used, that the necessary degree of security
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was maintained and that the standard of operational knowledge of all
air crew members was raised to the highest possible level.

The Crew Room was also where all crew members taking part
in missions assembled to be briefed for them.  They were briefed by
squadron members whose special task it was to fully acquaint
themselves with the details of their specialty and to serve as a source
of expert knowledge on those matters in squadrons.  They were the
Squadron commander, the Armament Officer, Navigation Officer,
Signals Officer, Meteorological Officer and the Intelligence Officer.

The Squadron commander began the briefing with a resume of
the purpose of the mission and the effort required to perform it plus
the details of aeroplanes and crews to attack specific targets.   He
finished his address 'with a friendly talk to the crews suggesting
methods to be adopted to obtain the best results for the operation'. 
The Armament officer briefed crews on every facet of the bomb load
to be carried including the details of its release, fusing and
peculiarities, details of safety heights and how the target might best
be attacked.  The Navigation officer gave particulars of the
navigation points and aids to be used, information concerning the
route to, over and back from the target and other navigation
information.  The Signals officer gave details of the signals facilities
available, the call signs and stations to be used and details of the
frequencies to be used.  The Meteorological officer briefed the crews
with the latest weather information concerning the target area and on
the route to the target.  Finally the Intelligence officer provided the
latest information about the target, gave information about the
disposition of enemy forces and installations which could be passed
during the mission, told of the disposition of enemy air forces and
finally gave details of any other miscellaneous intelligence
information which was available and would be of assistance to

crews.48

All this effort perhaps seemed unnecessarily elaborate on
occasions and no doubt there were numerous occasions when corners
were cut.  On occasions there was simply not time for it and, in
emergencies, other procedures might be arranged.  During hectic
flying at the height of the Wewak operations in 1945 full briefings
were given when possible but, on occasions, they were given at the
airstrip.  Arrangements were also made for briefings in the air when
it was necessary to save time or an alternative target was to be
attacked, based on the latest information from the fighting front.49

Debriefing aircrews when they returned from operations was
just as important so that an assessment could be made of what had
happened and whether the objectives of the operation had been
achieved.  The procedure for interrogating the aircrews was laid
down in the Intelligence Handbook; it was done by getting individual
impressions of what had happened from each aircrew member so that
an overall assessment could be made by piecing them together. 
Crews reported immediately to the Intelligence Officer when they
returned from an operation.  They were asked not to discuss the
details of what had happened amongst themselves or with other
crews or people until they had talked to the Intelligence Officer
because constant repetition of a story or discussion of a mission
tended to defeat the objective of interrogation.  To get the best results
in the shortest possible time from a tired crew no person except the
Intelligence Officer was to be present except the commanding officer
if necessary.  Each crew was interrogated together with all members
present and interruptions and discussions were avoided where
possible to allow the crews to get away as soon as possible.  Enough
information was gained as quickly as possible so that a quick 'Flash'
report could be sent to the Air Operations Room and later a full story
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was sent on a Form BLUE.50

The debriefing was the end process of the whole intelligence
and communications system because it told what had come from all
that effort.  At the same time it was the beginning of a new cycle of

activity because it provided information which would be turned into
intelligence so the commanders in Air Operations Rooms could
decide what to do next.
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